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Background: Some of the well-known mythical or dubious
islands of the North Atlantic make their entry into cartography
very early indeed, apparently as the contribution or record of
otherwise forgotten voyages, though we cannot say with
certainty precisely when or how; others, long afterward, were
the products of mirage, ocean-surface phenomena, or mariners’
fancies working under the suggestion of saintly or demoniacal
legends amid the haze and perils of little-known seas, the precise
time of their origin remaining uncertain. As a rule the latter class
were less persistent on the maps and are geographically rather
unimportant. Breasil, however spelled - Breasail, Brassil, Brasylle,
Berzil, Hy-Brasil, even Brazil - has nothing to do with the country
of Brazil that we now know, despite the similarity of name. In
the tangled etymology of the word there is a remote connection,
but that is all.
In other variants of the name Breasil has actually become
more famed in folklore than in historical geography. But Breasil
was more than a legend. In Europe of the 14th and 15th centuries,
it was believed to be a good solid island, some distance from
Europe, and worth sailing for.
The most plausible guess as to the origin of the name Breasil,
or Breasail, seems to be that the word combines two Irish Gaelic
words, breas and ail. Both had highly laudatory meanings, so that
breas-ail could be translated as something like "superbly fine,"
"grand and wonderful," or "the most of the greatest." The first
Breasail recorded was a pagan deity of pre-Christian Ireland, and
Breasail is also mentioned in ancient annals as a masculine
personal name. Saint Breca, for example, an anchorite of the
Aran Islands of around 480, was originally named Breasail.
As Barbara Freitag states in her book Hy-Brasil: The Metamorphosis of an Island: From
Cartographic Error to Celtic Elysium, surprisingly none of Europe’s Atlantic seaboard
people look part in the very early exploration of the Atlantic; it was an enterprise
launched from deep within the Mediterranean, chiefly by Genoese and Majorcan
navigators. Unsurprisingly, then, in the infancy of Atlantic navigation, sea-charts were
produced almost exclusively by Italians from Genoa (later also from Venice) and by
Catalan mapmakers whose main cartographic school was in Majorca. And it was one of
these who in the mid-14th century first marked a large round island called insula de brazile
to the west of Ireland.
Roughly about the same time, other Mediterranean mapmakers applied the very
same name to an island hundreds of nautical miles away from Ireland, and a little later
we find two, sometimes even three, different islands labeled in some fashion Brasil, in
different parts of the Atlantic Ocean marked in one and the same chart. This free
distribution of the name is confusing and has indeed caused consternation among
historians. So much so that when discussing Brasil as a geographical appellation, Walter
Schaife remarked in 1890 that this toponym had something of a will-o'-the-wisp
character, “for on various maps it may be seen designating a great Antarctic continent
extending to the South Pole, or a small island near the arctic circle; or it may be as far
west as the southern pan of South America or as far east as the vicinity of the coast of
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Ireland”. Even the form of the name, he observed, “is almost as various as the positions
in which it is found… “, and he lists the following thirteen variations: Brasilia, Bresilia,
Prislia, Prisilli, Brasielie, Brizili, Brasil, Brassil, Brazil, Brazill, Brazile, Presillg and Brasi. I will
leave out cartographic references to the Southern hemisphere and instead concentrate
entirely on the Atlantic islands of that name, which held their place in the maps for the
next five hundred and fifty years until the last of them was finally removed from the
charts in the late 19th century.
Donald S. Johnson continues that theme in his book Phantom Islands of the Atlantic
by stating that no other phantom or mythical island in the Atlantic is cloaked in so many
identities as Hy-Brasil. This island was also known as Hy-Breasal, O’Brasil, Brazil, Brasile,
Bracie, Bresily, Bersil, Brazir, Braziliae, Bresiliji, Branzilae, O'Brassil, Insula Fortunatae
(Fortunate Island), and the Isle of the Blessed. As a personal name it has been common in
Ireland from ancient days. The name, however spelled, is said to have been built up
from two Gaelic syllables "breas" and "ail," each highly commendatory in implication
and carrying that note of admiration alike to man or island. Quite in consonance
therewith the 15th century map of Fra Mauro in I459 (#249) not only delineated and
named this Atlantic Berzil, but appended the inscription "Queste isole de Hibernia son dite
fortunate," ranking it as one of the “Fortunate Islands.”
Because of the numerous locations in which islands of that name crop up, it is
often commented that Brasil was constantly drifting about the Atlantic Ocean, shifting
here and there in unconvincing if persistent fashion, but that it always wandered back to
Ireland. It seemed that Mediterranean mapmakers were determined to put this island
somewhere in the Atlantic, and thus whenever newly acquired empirical knowledge of
an area rendered its locus on the map untenable they shifted it to a different position in
uncharted waters or returned it to Ireland. Usually the multiplicity of locations is
attributed to duplication, to deference towards the authority of earlier mapmakers and a
general reluctance to eliminate islands whose exact position had not been established.
Indeed, if one were to give Brasil on maps only a cursory glance, this is the impression
one would get.
However, a somewhat different picture emerges when we examine the
cartographic records mere carefully. A comparison of the various localities and
occurrences on maps reveals that we are not dealing with one, but with several Brasil
islands, each of which has its own distinct history. Their separate identity is further
emphasized by different physical configurations. And slowly it dawns on us that, as
Freitag states “…the Brasil island phenomenon goes far beyond the sphere of
cartographic history. It turns out to be a story about the race for economic and political
dominance by competing maritime powers, involving secrecy and deception”.
Let’s begin by fixing the different locations of an island labeled Brasil. Apart from
one or two odd ones out, we find that Brasil islands regularly occur in four different
regions in the Atlantic. The most southerly of these is in the Azores, roughly in latitude
37°N. We furthermore find one indicated west of Brittany, one west of Ireland and one
east of Newfoundland. Our starting point is the Irish Brasil island as this is the focal
point of our discussion. And the first most compelling questions to be addressed are:
why the Mediterranean mapmakers marked an island westward of the Irish coast where
there is none? And what prompted them to give it this particular name?
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Brasil off the west coast of Ireland.
Unfortunately, theories of early Irish belief in an Island of Breasil are based on
conjecture and extrapolation. The name is of undoubted Irish provenance, but Irish
references to the island as such seem not to occur until a later period. This particular
mythical island was known to lie close to the west coast of Ireland, yet it was seldom
seen, for dense fog continuously shrouded it from view. But once every seven years, the
veil of fog would lift, and an enchanted sunken island with mountains, verdant pastures
filled with sheep, and gleaming cities would rise to become visible. In this Celtic land of
enchantment dwelled Faerie Queens, magicians and great healers. Legends and myths
of ancient Ireland abound in which heroes, beckoned by the mirage of “gold-roofed
towers and domes that glistened from beneath the waves,” set out to sea toward the
land of magic. Whenever they approached the land, though, it disappeared beneath the
water again; only if fire, in some form, was cast upon the land would it become fixed, for
“fire is hostile to anything phantasmal.”
The island of Hy-Brasil also stood for the pagan Elysium of Greek mythology: a
land of ideal happiness “amid the waves' sunset glory,” a dwelling place where neither
decay nor sorrow or anything harsh ever befell one, and everlasting sweet song,
laughter and the perfume of blossoms held sway. Hy-Brasil was sometimes referred as
the Garden of the Hesperides, west of Ireland, where the sadness of life could be escaped.
Hy-Brasil, is a phantom island that appears in many Irish myths. In Celtic
history folklore, the immrama, this island country takes its name from Breasal, the High
King of the World. The etymology of the names Brasil and Hy-Brasil is unknown, but in
Irish tradition it is thought to come from the Irish Uí Breasail (meaning “descendants
(i.e., clan) of Bresail”), one of the ancient clans of northeastern Ireland. The island was
ruled over by King Breasal, the high king of the world, and emerged from the depths of
the Atlantic every seven years, when the king would hold court for a short period, and
then the entire island would disappear back under the water.
Despite the similarity, the name of the South American country of Brazil, also
spelled Brasil, has no connection to the mythical islands. The South American country
was at first named Ilha de Vera Cruz [Island of the True Cross] and later Terra de Santa
Cruz [Land of the Holy Cross] by the Portuguese navigators who arrived there. After
some decades, it started to be called Brazil (Brasil, in Portuguese) due to the exploitation
of native brazilwood, at that time the only export of the land. In Portuguese, brazilwood
is called pau-brasil, with the word brasil commonly given the etymology “red like an
ember”, formed from Latin brasa ("ember") and the suffix -il (from -iculum or -ilium).
Christian writers created from this pagan island west of Ireland as a land of truth
for those of the Faith. To them, Hy-Brasil was a “Land of the Promise of the Blessed,” an
earthly paradise, a far-away Eden. This is the island - the Promised Land of the Saints that Saint Brendan set out to find. However, the story of mythical islands including HyBrasil, and the legend of an Elysium or “Land of Youth” is part of the greater Irishfolklore belief in Tír na nÓg, or in English, “The Otherworld,” going back to ancient
times.
In the early medieval period the presumption prevailed that the Atlantic Ocean
was studded with islands. Naturally the early mapmakers would have expected to find
nothing but islands to the west and north of Ireland. This expectation must have led to
the fusion of classical and medieval lore with actual geographical knowledge obtained
from actual discovery. It would seem that an example of this is the curious convention of
early Mediterranean cartographers of putting a huge ring-shaped bay packed with tiny
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islands about the middle of the Irish west coast. We find this gulffo de issolle CCCLVlll
beate e fortunate first in the Secreta by Marino Sanuto of Torcello (ca. 1260- 1338). It is
unlikely, however, that Sanuto himself made any of the maps which illustrate his book.
Cartographic historians believe that Pietro Vesconte (#228) was responsible for these. In
aliases (of ca 1321) which Vesconte left under his own name we find the bay with 368
islets off the west of Ireland. The number of islets varies on other maps where it is
sometimes given as 300, 358 or 367. Occasionally the bay remains unnamed but mostly it
appears as Lacus fortunatus and its islands tend to be named beate fortunate or sancte beate.
Obviously the few islands in that area were magnified out of all proportion and ancient
tales of the Insulue Fortunatae were responsible for the designation.
Almost as elusive as the mirage or fog-bank from which Hy-Brasil emerged is the
confusion caused by the island’s multiplicity of other names: Tir foThuin - the Land
Under the Wave; Magh Mell - the Land of Truth; Hy naBeatha - Isle of Life; and Tir na-rnBuadha - the Land of Virtue. In Christian tales, it was known as Tir Tairngiri - the Land of
Promise, or Terra Repromissionis Sanctorum - the Promised Land of the Saints. Most
commonly though, it was called Hy-Brasil or some variant, such as Ysole Brazir, Bracir or
Hy Breasail; these are its names on 14th and 15th century maps.
The island was believed to be inhabited by an advanced civilization belonging to
Elysium and Tir Na Nog, the Land of Eternal Youth. Despite hundreds of maps depicting
Hy-Brasil’s existence over roughly 500 years, it is now known that the Island is actually a
result of folklore and mythical storytelling. As with most mythical folklore, the “belief”
in Hy-Brasil was passed down through the centuries by seafarers, whose depictions of
the island were told and retold by countless sailors and given credence by the
mapmakers who featured it prominently as a geographical reference on their maps.
Again, not only did the one island possess a great number of names, but the
name Brasil was often applied to several different islands, sometimes on the very same
chart. Hy Brasil was first inscribed on the portolan [nautical] chart of Angelino
Dalorto/Dulcert, ca.1325, labeled as Insula de monotonis sive de brazile, and later modified
in 1339 to Insula de Brazil. Later other cartographers then included it in their own work,
using it to fit conveniently with various rumors of islands in the area. From here, the
island of Brasil would, astonishingly, continue to be included on maps until well into the
19th century, thanks to occasional reported glimpses and the seductiveness of a
compelling mythology. In contrast to the gradual degradation of the typical phantom
island because of increased naval traffic over time, the curious thing about Hy Brasil is
that official notations of its location become more specific.
Daculi, another mythical island not mentioned in histories of exploration, must be
studied because of its appearance on early maps. Daculi first showed up on the DulcertDalorto map of 1325, north of Breasil and to the northwest of Ireland. To the east of Daculi
is another island, called Bra, which cannot be described as mythical because it ,seems to
be a misplacement of the Hebridean island of Barra. But it came into a strange
relationship with Daculi on maps of the period.
Daculi appeared on most of the famous early maps previously mentioned: the
Dulcert of 1339, the Medici of 1351, the Pizzigani of 1367, the Beccario of 1435, the Pareto of
1455 (see #250.1). The spelling varied, but the island’s position remained roughly the
same. And it was always accompanied, to the east, by Bra. The Pizigani map-the same
that had strange things to say about Saint Brendan and Breasil attached to Bra a notation
in doubtful and now-illegible Latin, the meaning of' which is questionable but has been
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construed to indicate that the mortality rate was high on the island. One suggested
derivation for the name Daculi is from the Italian word culla, "cradle." Next to Daculi the
Pareto map gives a caption in Latin that has been taken by some to substantiate this
theory. Its point is that pregnant women of Bra who have difficulty in delivery will give
birth easily if taken over to Daculi. This would seem to make a name meaning "cradle"
somewhat appropriate. But is this actually related to the name’s derivation, or is it a
story made up to explain it? No one now can say, On the map, Daculi did not survive the
15th century. Remote as northern Irish waters were to Italian cartographers, they were
visited regularly by Italian traders, so that an imaginary island located in this area could
not last long.

Portolan [nautical] chart of Angelino Dulcert/Dalorto, ca.1325
Insula de Brazil is shown below on the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235), created by
Abraham Cresques of Majorca, and commissioned by Charles V of France. The
enormous atlas gives a complete picture of the geographical knowledge of the Middle
Ages.
On the Pizigani map of 1367, Brazir is clearly applied to a circular island off the
southwest coast of Ireland, while one of the islands in the middle group of the Azores is
called Insulla de Brazir. On the Solerio map of 1385, two Brazils are marked; one, to the
west of Ireland, is Insula de Berzil; the other, in the Azores, is Brazir. The Benincasa map
of 1470 and the Bartolomeo Pareto map of 1455 also label the Azorean island (now called
Terceira) as Isola de Brazil and Insulla de Brazil.
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Detail: Brasil as a circular island lying southwest of Ireland on the 1325 Dulcert portolan chart
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The mythical island Daculi just northwest of Ireland on the 1325 Dulcert portolan chart
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Detail from the Catalan Atlas (#235), 1375 showing Insula de Brazil southwest of Ireland, along
with Maida, the gold-colored crescent shape south of Brazil. The celebrated Catalan map of I375
introduced a significant novelty, converting the island disc into an annulus of land of course, still
circular surrounding a circular body of water dotted with islets. The preferred explanation thus
far advanced connects these islets with the Seven Cities of Portuguese and Spanish legend. But
there appears to be nine islands, not seven, and it is not clear what necessary relation exists
between isles and cities nor whence the idea is derived of the central lake or sea as a background.
Moreover, the Island of the Seven Cities was most often identified with Antillia far to the south,
and there seems no warrant for identification with Brazil. All considered, this explanation seems
arbitrary, inadequate, and unconvincing. The compiler of the prototype used by Cresques for the
Catalan Atlas had recourse to different, sometimes even contradictory sources. The legendary
Insula de Brazil, which is found on various medieval maps of the North Atlantic and later gave
its name to Brazil in South America, is shown here twice, once west of Ireland and a second time
farther south.
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Pizzigani map of 1367, Bracir is clearly applied to a circular island off the southwest coast of
Ireland, while one of the islands in the middle group of the Azores is called ysula de bracir.
Then there was a curious interruption of the chain of development. The map of
the Pizzigani brothers appeared in 1367 (shown above), and was conspicuous at once for
its apparent ignorance of what others had thus learned in regular gradation, and for
strange new flashes of original light on geography, obviously from quite novel sources.
Perhaps its most notable addition was the island Brazir, imperfectly crescentic in form,
far southwest of the circular Irish Brasil (here Brazir also), which from the first had held
its place south of west of Limerick and off the Blaskets, and also very far west of
Brittany, being almost exactly on the parallel of Quimper and the Point du Eaz, here
named Cabo de Fontano. The Isle de Sein, just above this headland, still bears that name. In
other words, the latitude is about 48°N, which Prunes in 1553 gives for this island on his
graduated and numbered map (see below). This agrees pretty closely with a considerable
number of others earlier and later, though the island was occasionally shifted as far
south as the mouth of the Loire, and more rarely as far northward as the upper Breton
coast, or perhaps a little farther, such variations rarely exceeding a degree or two. This
certainly leaves the impression of a very old, strong, and clear tradition connecting this
island with Brittany; also with Ireland by way of Brasil, as though discoverers were
believed to have reached it from these countries.
Notwithstanding its unique features, indicating special sources of information,
this Pizzigani map displays a curious poverty in data already widely known. Of the nine
Azores, beside minor islets, only Terceira appears, and it shares the name Brazir with the
Crescent Island and the circular or full moon island, the first and legitimate Brasil.
Both by faults and merits, this map makes a gap of sheer originality in the
orderly course of cartography, which confounds all attempts to work out in that way the
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time of discovery or subsequent visits which it means to indicate. They may have been
understood as happening in almost any previous year. The island outline, it is true, has
not yet taken the perfectly conventionalized form which it most often displayed
afterward, and seems more like a real island; and this may indicate recentness; but that
is hardly true of the inscriptions and monster figures, and the roughness of the island
may simply reflect the draftsman’s preference or clumsiness. In mass it is much less than
Brasil, as was usually the case afterward. The name Brazir is probably Celtic, as already
explained, being simply a further modification of Breasail. But this is not all. Happily
these early mapmakers were picturesquely minded. Where we moderns give lines and
names they added illustrative figures of kings and saints, mariners and savages, tents in
desert places, ships and churches and sea-monsters, also symbols of divers kinds, and
romantically credulous inscriptions relating to the surprising attributes of remote
regions or what venturesome explorers had encountered among the perils of the deep.
The Pizzigani map is a remarkable example of this. In particular it uses, more fully than
had been done before, the vessels of the different exploring countries, marked by their
respective flags, to apportion the credit of discovery. It is not very difficult to identify
them, because a practice had grown up of planting the standards at the proper
strongholds on the maps.
The Pizzigani map of I367 applies it with slight change of spelling not only to the
original disc-form Brasil west of Ireland and to the first appearance of a mysterious
crescent-shaped island, which must be the mythical Isle of Mam/Mayda (here labeled
“Brazir”), but to what is plainly meant for Terceira of the main middle group of the
Azores. The Spanish Friar, naming Brasil in his island list about 1350, appears also to
mean Terceira. Like other “phantom islands”, Hy-Brasil did not remain located in the
same spot but “drifted” south and west over time. On successive sailing charts, it
appears southwest of Galway Bay. Later it appeared as Insula de Brasil in the Venetian
map of Andrea Bianco (1436, #241), attached to one of the larger islands of a group of
islands in the Atlantic, again identified with the modern island of Terceira in the Azores.
Exactly when Terceira, in the Azores, first appeared on maps with the
appellation Brazil is uncertain. The lettering on the Laurentian portolano of 1351 (#233)
resembles the word Brazil, but it is too indistinct to make a positive identification, and,
as mentioned above, on the map of the Pizzigani brothers of 1367, though, Terceira is
clearly labeled Jnsola de bracir. The same name is applied to an island ninety to a
hundred nautical miles southwest of Ireland as well, and even to a third island west of
the English Channel. More frequently, this third island was known as Insola de Mam (or
Man); another phantom/mythical island, it quickly disappeared from cartographic
records. Terceira continued to be called Bracir, Brasil or a similar name; on the
Bartolomeo Pareto map (1455), it is labeled Insulla de Brazil.
Over against Africa he has an Isola dei Dragoni. On me Pizzigani map of 1367 the
Brazil that lies West of North France is accompanied by a cut of two ships, a dragon
eating a man, and a legend stating that one cannot sail further on account of monsters.
There was a dragon in the Hesperian isles, and some have connected it, with the famous
dragon-tree of the Canaries.
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Detail of the Pizzigani chart showing the two islands labeled Bracir and ysola de bracir.
O'Brasil, Hy-Brazil or Breasail, less than a hundred nautical miles off the coast of
Ireland, has a specific etymology. The most plausible suggestion is that it is from the
ancient Gaelic word breas, meaning noble, prince or fortunate. It may also be a proper
name for a chief or eminent man, in this instance, Saint Bresal (or Breasail).
From the time Hy-Brasil was first shown on the Angelino de Dalorto map of 1325
until it disappeared from cartographic records in 1865, two aspects of the island remain
constant; its location and its physical configuration. Unlike many phantom islands that
continually shifted their position on maps during the long period of Atlantic
exploration, Hy-Brasil always remained generally in the same place – the eastern North
Atlantic.
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The most distinctive geographical feature of Hy-Brasil, is that it appears on maps
as a perfect circle and often with a semi-circular channel through the center, bisected by
a line through its center running east to west, which could have been a river. Initially on
most maps, it was located roughly 321km (200 miles) off the west coast of Ireland in the
North Atlantic Ocean. A circle with a channel across the center, was the symbol for HyBrasil on early maps and is the central image on the current flag of the country of Brazil.
An explanation for this island’s unusual configuration is found in the Navigatio of
Saint Brendan, particularly in the descriptions of the Promised Land of the Saints. In the
beginning of the story, Saint Barrind narrates a voyage he made to the Promised Land off
the west coast of Ireland. They sail westward from this island, Delightful Island, to reach
the Promised Land. The fog is so thick they can scarcely see either end of their boat, but
then a great light shines around them and the Promised Land is revealed. They land and
spend fifteen days walking around, yet they cannot find the end of it.
Both Saint Barrind and Saint Brendan found the island on their respective
voyages, and returned home with nearly identical descriptions of Hy-Brasil, which they
dubbed the “Promised Land.” The circular perimeter of the island was confirmed by
both Saints Barrind and Brendan, who separately walked the shore to determine where
the island ended, but never found it. Most likely, they were walking in circles.
Expeditions left Bristol in 1480 and 1481 to search for the island; and a letter
written by Pedro de Ayala, shortly after the return of John Cabot (from his expedition in
1497), reports that land found by Cabot had been “discovered in the past by the men
from Bristol who found Brasil.” This implied someone from one of the Bristol
expeditions had actually managed to find it. In 1480, John Jay Jr. departed from Bristol,
England on a journey to find the fabled island only to come back empty handed after
spending two months at sea. In 1481, two more ships, the Trinity and the George,
departed from Bristol on an expedition to find Hy-Brasil with no success either.
Several fact-finding voyages to Hy Brasil were launched over the years, starting
in the 15th century with William of Worcester’s 80-ton vessel captained by Thomas Lloyd
in 1480, which was forced to turn back by severe storms almost immediately. The next
year, the Trinity and the George returned empty-handed. In 1498, Pedro de Ayala, the
Spanish envoy to London, reported to King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella that the
English had sent several missions annually for the past seven years in search of the
island. In 1633, Captain David Alexander was hired by Lord Lome to complete a survey
and comprehensive report of Hy Brasil, which also was not achieved.
One of the most famous visits to Hy-Brasil was in 1674 by Captain John Nisbet of
Killybegs, County Donegal, Ireland when on a journey from France to Ireland, stating
that the island was inhabited by large black rabbits and a magician who lived alone in a
stone castle, yet the character and the story were a literary invention by Irish
author Richard Head. He and his crew were in familiar waters west of Ireland, when a
fog came up. As the fog lifted, the ship was dangerously close to rocks. While getting
their bearings, the ship anchored in three fathoms of water, and four crew members
rowed ashore to visit Hy-Brasil. They spent a day on the island and returned with silver
and gold given to them by an old man who lived there.
The last supposed sighting was in 1872 by Roderick O’Flaherty. In ‘A
Chorographical Description of West or H-Iar Connaught (1684),’ he tells us of the reported
“old man” by saying “There is now living, Morogh O’Ley, who immagins he was
himself personally on O’Brasil for two days, and saw out of it the iles of Aran,
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Golamhead, Irrosbeghill, and other places of the west continent he was acquainted
with.”
On the first map (see pages 4 & 5) containing the island of Brasil it appears as a
large, near-circular disc of land, set in the Atlantic ocean off the southern coast of Ireland
at approximately latitude 51°N, and both shape and location appear virtually
unchanged on all subsequent charts. The circular form comes with some variations,
though: it may appear like a heavy black ring enclosing small dots (these appear first on
the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) sometimes the disc is divided into two parts by curved
strait, giving it the look of a horizontal bell and occasionally this channel runs from
north to south, dividing the island vertically (first indicated by the Pizzigani brothers in
1367); or its edges may he serrated (a feature introduced by Cesanis in 1421). Much has
been read into these variations; some have proposed that the dots represent islands or
volcanoes. Others more inclined to favor mythological explanations have suggested that
they stand for “The Seven Cities”, an idea which not only ignores the fact that the
number of dots ranges from six to ten, but also that on early charts we find several other
similarly dotted islands. The historian Fridtjof Nansen and a few others wondered
whether the channel in the middle might represent Styxs, the river of death. However,
not only are other dubious islands given the same shape, but they arc also fined with the
same belt, and one would hardly expect to find several Styxs on one and the same map.
This point is illustrated clearly by Andrews in the book The British Isles who
presented us with nine drawings of typical forms given to the British Isles by 14th and
15th century cartographers. His types IIIa. (Dulcert/Dalorto), IIIb. (Villadastes) and IIIc.
(Becharius) show the island of Brasil as a big ball lying due west of Ireland. Ultima Thule
(marked as I. de till), the island that Pytheas of Massilia (fl. 300 BC) gave to classical
scholarship and which fired the imagination of scholars for fourteen hundred years also
appears as a round island of the exact same size off the northeast coast of Scotland.
Turning to type IIId. (Benincasa), we find that both Brasil and Thule are represented with
an east-west strait, while scurce, another mythical (elliptic) island to the northwest of
Scotland, which showed no dividing line in any of the previous charts, is now also
provided with such a channel. Geometric circles, ovals, straight lines other artificial
forms to identify a doubtful island or its uncertain position. Such shapes differentiated
an island from those that had been explored and mapped in detail.
The circular form of Brazil and its location westward of southern Ireland are
affirmed by many maps, including Dalorto, 1325, Pizzigani, 1367; the anonymous
Weimar map, probably about 1481; Giraldi, 1426; Beccario, I426 and I435; Juan da
Napoli, perhaps 1430; Bianco, 1436 and 1448; Valsequa, 1439; Pareto, I455; Roselli, 1468;
Benincasa, 1482; Juan de la Cosa, 1500 and numerous later maps. Probably the persistent
roundness is ascribable to a certain preference for geometrical regularity, which sowed
these early maps with circles, crescents, tri-lobed clover leaves, and other more unusual
but not less artificial island forms. The direction must stand for the tradition of some old
voyage or voyages.
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Portolan chart by Angelino Dulcert, 1339 showing Insula de Brazil off the west coast of Ireland
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Detail: Insula de Brazil on the 1339 Dulcert chart lying southwest of Ireland
and the mthyical island of Daculi, northwest
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Insola de brazil, Brasill, and Mayda, the Crescent Island, on the 1413 Viladestes chart
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World map by Albertinus de Virga, ca. 1415 (#240)

Brazile and Mayda on the de Virga world map, 1415
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1424 portolan chart by Zuane Pizzigano
showing Antillia, Satanazes, isla vantura [Mayda] braxil and ixõ de braxil,

Detail: Pizzigano showing Brasil west of Ireland
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Redrawing of the 1424 Pizzigano chart (from Johnson) showing a second iso de brasil in the
Azores and the mythical umbrella-shaped isola de ventura.
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Portolan chart by Battista Beccario 1426, Insulla de brazil and Maidas shown below
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Isula of Brazill southwest of Ireland on the 1466 chart by Grazioso Benincasa

Detail
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A slid green Brazil southwest of Ireland on the 1490 Carnaro chart
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Brazill on the 1536 chart in an atlas by Baptisa Agnese, detail below
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Brasil on the 1439 chart by Gabriel Vallseca, the blue circular island on the northeast coast of
Scotland may be the elusive island of Thule

Joachim Lelewel in his Geographie du Moyen Age
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Detail from the Vinland map, 1440 (see #243)
In the ocean to the west of the Desiderate insule, the Vinland map, shown above,
has two large islands, irregularly rectangular in shape with the longer axis north-south;
the name Magnæ Insulæ Beati Brandani Branziliæ dictæ is written between them. Their
agreement in outline with the two large islands laid down in exactly the same positions
at the western edge of Bianco’s world map is striking: in particular, the indentation of
the east coast of the more northerly island and the peninsular form of its southern end,
the squarish northern end of the other (and larger island) and its forked southern end,
are common to both maps. These islands (unnamed in the two world maps) are
Satanaxes and Antillia, which make their first appearance in a map of 1424 and have been
the subject of extensive discussion by historians of cartography. In point of date,
Bianco’s atlas of 1436 is the third known work to show the Antillia group, and the fourth
chart of the atlas names the two major islands y de la man satanaxio and y de antillia. Since
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the outline given to these two islands both in the world map and in the fourth chart of
Bianco’s atlas is easily distinguishable from that in any 15th century representation of
them, the concordance with the Vinland map in this respect is significant. Here again we
have plain testimony to the derivation of the Vinland map from a cartographic
prototype, and to the character of this prototype.

Copy of the 1436 portolan chart by Andrea Bianco (#241)

Y de brasil on the 1436 map by Bianco
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The Bianco map of 1436 has, on the ocean sheets, five islands from south to north: (1)
Canaries ; (2) Madelra and Porto Santo; (3) luio and chapisa; (4) d.' brasil, di colonbi, d. b.
ntusta, d. sanzorzi ; (5) coriios and corbo marinos; (6) de ventura; (7) de brazil. West of the
third and fourth lies Antillia, and northwest of the fifth a corner of de laman sataxaxio,
while west of six and seven are numerous small islands unnamed .
On the ocean sheet of the Bianco map of 1448, we have (2) Madeira and Porto
Santo; (3) licongi and coruo marin (4) de brazil, zorzi, (5) coriios and corus marinos ; (6) y. d.
mam debentum; (7) d. brazil d. binary. There is no island labeled Antillia and no Satanaxio,
but west of (3) and. (4) are two other groups: (1) yd. diuechi marini, y de falconi; (2) y
fortunate de s. beati, blandan, dinferno, de ipauion, beta ixola, dexerta.

Nautical chart by Bartolomeo Pareto, 1455 showing the mythical islands of Antillia and two
Brasils - Isola de Brazil and Insulla de Brazil [the Cresent Island].
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Detail from the Pareto chart showing the and two Brasils - Isola de Brazil and Insulla de Brazil
[Mayda, the Crescent Island and Daculi in the northwest].
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Island of Berzil on the famous Fra Mauro mappamundi of 1459, oriented with South at the top
(#249)

A section of the Catalan map ca. 1480 showing two islands labeled ylla de Brazill and Green
Island [Illa Verde], and the mythical Fixlanda in the north
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Redrawing of the Catalan map of 1480 showing the two “ylla de Brazill” (from Johnson)
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ca. 1485 portolan chart. Detail below
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Brasil and Mayda on the 1485 chart
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Cornaro Atlas (Egerton MS 73, f.14r), 1430, oriented with West at the top
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3

Detail of the Cornaro chart showing three Brasil islands, re-oriented with North at the top
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A portion of the “Columbus” or “Paris map of 1490 (#257), see detail below
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Detail drawing of the Columbus/Paris map of 1490 showing the mythical islands of Brasil,
Frixlandia and Antillia [Island of the Seven Cities}
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1550 portolan chart by Bartolomeo Olives showing, below, ya de brasil and Mayda
southwest of Ireland
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1550 chart by Vesconte Maggiolo displaying the mythical islands of Frisland and Brasil
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The Isle of Brazil southwest of Ireland on the 1558 chart of the Mediterranean, Black Sea and
western coasts of Europe and Northern Africa by Diogo Homen
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1558 Niccolò Zeno [Atlas nautique manuscrit], GEEE-5610 (RES) [Chart of the north coasts of
Europe] Bibliothèque nationale de France (Paris, FR)
This is the chart of the north coasts of Europe from the Zeno Atlas. Latitude scales are
located on both sides of the chart. The right-hand side latitude values, excepting the 40°
value, survived and may be read. The chart covers a ten degree span to the north,
terminating at the written 50° latitude value. [Note: Corradino Astengo stated the
latitude span of this chart was 39° to 51° north latitude.]
The northern coast of HISPANIA aligns to a scale referenced latitude of 41.18°. This is
not an accurate value for this landmark, which sits at ≈ 43.50° latitude. A 41.18° latitude
(the northern coast of Spain on the chart) corresponds to PORTO GALLO (41.14°), which
is not illustrated on this chart. PORTO GALLO was the departure location for the Bishop
and six priests in the Seven CIoties legend.
Y. DE ANIAM is the toponym for the circular island usually labeled as BRASIL off the
southwest coast of Ireland,
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The portolan chart from 1559 by Mateo Prunes (shown below) labels two islands Illa de
brasil, one to the southwest of Ireland (where the mythical place was supposed to be)
and one south of Illa verde [Green Island, a misplaced Greenland?]

Portolan chart from 1559 by Mateo Prunes The chart depicts the Mediterranean Sea, the Black
Sea, part of the Red Sea, the Atlantic coast of Africa from Cape Spartel to Senegal, and the
European coast to northern Scandinavia. Both real and mythical islands appear in the northwest.
The real ones include Fixlanda [Iceland] and Isola Verde [probably Greenland]. Among the
mythical islands are Isola de Brazil and Isola de Maydi, the latter possibly a name of Arabic
origin that first appeared on the 1325 chart by Angelino Dalorto. This map resembles the 1480
Catalan chart.
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Detail from the 1559 Prunes chart: isola verde [Green Island] depicted as a north-south
rectangular island, similar in configuration to the legendary Antillia and located just south of
Fixlanda [Iceland] and west of the other legendary island of Isola de Brazil. Very similar to the
1480 Catalan chart shown above where the circular island south of isola verde is another island of
Brasil, here unnamed.
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Portolan chart from 1466 by Pedro Roselli showing Brasil west of Ireland and Antillia and
Satanazes in the mid-Atlantic

A 1470 nautical chart by Grazioso Benincasa shows Ila de bracill in a circular shape, divided in
two west of Ireland and a similarly shaped island off the northeast coast of Scotland that
represents the illusive island Thule
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A portion of the same 1470 chart by Grazioso
Benincasa showing the mythical isles of Anthilia,
Satanazes, Saya and an odd-shaped island also
labeled “isola de brazil”
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Bartolomeu Olives, 1584 Portolan Chart
Bartolomeu Olives is the younger brother of Jaume Olives and has portolan charts to his
name dating from 1538 to 1588. They are mostly drawn in Messina Sicily, but he/they
commenced in Majorca and had a brief foray to Venice. This 1584 chart is held by BNF
Paris, Departement of Cartes and Plans, reference CPL GE B-1133 (res), and is an
extraordinary compilation. Excluding the standard toponyms it is scattered with Kings,
Dukes and large writ place-names which at first sight are a strange combination.
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Detail of the Olives portolan chart showing Friesland, Antillia and Brasil
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Portolan chart by Albino Canepa, 1489 showing Insula Brazil and Insulla de brezil, Mayda,
Antillia and Satanazes Physically it portrays Scandinavia and the Baltic Sea south to Cape
Bojador in West Africa, with the Canary Isles off shore, noted as “Lansarito, Maraxello
Januentis” and just to their north, “Insule Fortunate Sancti Brandani”. On the western
perimeter we find the legendary isles of “Insulla de Brazil”, “Saluagia” and “Antillia”, with the
small round island of “Roilla”, somewhat following the tradition of Andrea Bianco.

Detail of Canepa chart showing Insula Brazil west of Ireland
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illa de brazill on the 1567 map by Joan Martines

Isola de bracill on the 1482 chart by Grazioso Benincasa
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Ja do brazill and Maida on the 1492 chart by Jorge Agular
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Insula de Brasil on Martin Behaim’s 1492 globe (#258)
Here, the island sits just off the coast of southwest Ireland. Just five years after Behaim made his
globe in Germany, the English navigator John Cabot sailed out of Bristol in search of the fabled
island. Cabot did make landfall in Newfoundland in 1497, and soon news circulated that he had
indeed found the elusive Hy-Brasil. By the mid-16th century, Hy-Brasil is depicted as being in
American waters, off the coast of Newfoundland.
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Chart of the North Atlantic, from an Italian portolan atlas, c. 1508-10, showing part of the coast
of America. London, British Museum, Egerton Ms. 2803, fa 8b.
This chart is attributed to the cartographer Vesconte Maggiolo of Genoa. East is at the top.
Fislanda is shown on the left and Isola Demon on the right.
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The Isle of Brasil southwest of the British Isles on the Boke of Idrography [Atlantic Ocean], 1542
bt Jean Rotz (oriented with South at the top)
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Brasil and Mayda off the coast of Ireland (oriented with West at the top) from the Joan Martines
1587 Atlas (#416)
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bracil on 1562 chart by Giogio Sideri, Calapoda da Candia
Oriented with South at the top
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illa de brazill on a chart in Joan Martines’ 1566 atlas

O’Brazill on the 1568 chart in the Fernãdo Vaz Dourado atlas (#409.1)
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Both O’Brazill and Mayda on another Dourado chart, 1575
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do brazil on the 1600 chart by Luis Teixeira
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Hy-Brasil on a 1513 chart by Piri Reis (#322)
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Tabula Nova Hibernie Anglie et Scotie by Martin Waldseemüller, 1513
Waldseemüller used as his sources one or more Italian portolani charts but without necessarily
taking advantage of the most up-to-date information available.
Of particular interest is the island of Brazil off the west coast of Ireland.

Brasil on the Diogo Ribereio world map (#346)
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Brasil on the 1547 map by Benedetto Bordone

Brasil and Frisland on Vesconte Maggiolo’s 1541 chart
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1558 map by Bastiam Lopes (#388)
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Detail of O’Brasill and Maidas on Lopes’ 1558 map
To sum up the cartographic history of the Irish Brasil island: from its first appearance on
the Dulcert/Dalorto chart of 1325 until it was finally removed from maps in the late 19th
century, the island remained fairly constant in its location and shape. It was located on
charts as lying somewhere to the west of Ireland, typically situated more to the
southwest but occasionally it was also placed to the northwest of the country. It did,
however, diminish in size over time. We can observe that from the mid-17th century
onwards fewer and fewer maps show the island and from the middle of the 18th century
it begins to appear mainly as “Brasil Rock”. But even in this new guise it clung on
tenaciously, as John Purdy's comments of 1812 demonstrate:
M. Bettin, in his Memoir of 1741, states that this rock is marked in lat. 51° .... It
has been variously represented in different charts, although its existence has
been doubted ... It was, however, seen in the year 1791, by the company and
rnaster of an English merchant ship, the commander of which favoured the
editor of the present work with a description of it, stating that it is really a high
rock, or islet ... to which he passed so near, that he could have cast a biscuit on
shore. The longiture, according to his computation, was about 16°·W, but we
suspect that, if it exists, it is more to the westward.

The British Admiralty kept Brasil Island on their charts as late as 1873. Its
cartographic demise was witnessed by the Reverend Everett Hale, who was sailing from
New York to England. Visiting the bridge of SS Siberia in April that year, he was amused
to find the island still marked off the west coast of Ireland. On his return visit in July,
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Hale discovered that the old chart had been replaced by a new one with no Brasil Island.
He reported this to the American Antiquarian Society, commenting that he had been “in
at the death” of this fabulous island.

Praeseti Tabula totius Terrae hemisphaerium - Christian Sgrooten c1592
Brazil-wood was being imported into Europe from the East Indies long before the
discovery of America, gave its name to the country in South America where it was
found in abundance, and one can infer that the designation of the mythical Atlantic
island was derived from the same source. The duplication of the name on a single map,
however, seems to point to a confusion of different traditions, and in the Brazil off
Ireland we doubtless have an attempt to establish the mythical island of Hy Brazil, or
O'Brasile, which plays a part as a vanishing island in Irish legends, although it cannot be
traced to its origin. In the epic literature of Ireland relating to events of the sixth and
subsequent centuries, and which was probably written down in the 12th, there are
various stories of ocean voyages, some involuntary, some voluntary, and several, like
the voyage of the sons of Ua Corra about 540, of St. Brandan about 560, and of Mailduin
in the eighth century, taking place in the Atlantic, and resulting in the discovery of
numerous fabulous islands. The name of Brazil does not appear in these early records,
but it seems to belong to the same class of legends. It is first mentioned, as far as I know,
by William Betoner, called William of_Worcester, who calls the island Brasyle and
Brasylle, and says that July 15, 1480, his brother-in-law, John Jay, began a voyage from
Bristol in search of the island, returning September 18 without having found it. This
evidently belongs to the series of voyages made by Bristol men in search of this island,
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which is mentioned by Pedro d'Ayala, the Spanish ambassador to England, in his
famous letter of July 25,1498, where he says that such voyages in search of Brazylie and
the Seven Cities had been made for seven years past, "according to the fancies of the
Genoese," meaning Sebastian Cabot".

Detail: the mythical islands of Brasil and S. Brandan off the west coast of Ireland
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Mythical islands Brazyl, Maidas, Bus, St. Bernaldo and Frisland on a 1594 map of the North
Atlantic by Jan van Doetecum
Brasil Island in the Azores
Closest to the Irish Brasil island in terms of first appearance is the Brasil island in the
Azores. Before it was marked on any known maps, reference to it was already made in a
mid-14th century travelogue, penned by an anonymous, Spanish Franciscan monk. In
this work of fiction the first person narrator purports to give an account of a journey by
land and sea through Africa, Europe and Asia. Among many other places he claimed to
have visited was the island of Brasil, which, judging by his route, was clearly meant to
be in the Azores. The monk's “travel account” clearly falls into the category of fictitious
or fabulous narratives, and, in any case, the name of the island is all we hear of it. But
the name and the early date are important. To help him compose his story the Spanish
monk used maps, and the nomenclature of the various islands he mentioned is Italian of
Genoese origin. We do not know, however, what maps he had recourse to. If the book's
generally accepted publication date of between 1340 and 1350 is correct, then we must
assume that it chart existed which is now lost because the earliest known maps showing
the island of Brasil as part of the Azores group are those of the Pizzigani brothers (1367)
and un anonymous Catalan map preserved in Naples, dated to the second half of the
14th century.
That several islands with the same name appear on one map actually aids
identification, for it is not likely that cartographers placed the island of Brasil
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indiscriminately all over the Atlantic on account of confusion and uncertainty about its
location. There really were two distinct and different islands, both called Brasil. The
name Jnsola de Bracil for Terceira originates in the word “brazil,” commonly used during
the Middle Ages to mean red dyewood.
Terceira was obviously an Atlantic source for this precious brazil wood. Later,
the island was renamed Ilha de Jesus, then finally Terceira, as it was the third island to be
rediscovered by the Portuguese. A remnant of its ancient label still remains: Monte
Brazil, one of the volcanic peaks, is on the south coast of the island.
The Laurentian Sea Atlas (a.k.a. the Medici Atlas. #233) only gives a name to the
three groups (insule de Cabrera, insule de ventura sive de cotombis and insule de corvis
marinis), but not to the individual islands, with one exception: the single island that is
given a name is marked as Insula de brazi. On the above mentioned Catalan map all the
other islands have also received individual names while insula de brasil retained its name
and continued to do so in a variety of forms, such as brazir, brazil, brazil, well into the
following century.
The historian Konrad Kretschmer (1892) praised the remarkable precision and
accuracy with which the islands are already shown on the 14th century maps. He also
unearthed further documentation preserved in the Vatican that confirms that the
knowledge of the island of Brasil had spread to Spain. The document in question is an
anonymous letter from The Spanish Crown asserting claim the island of Brasil, whose
location is staled to be in the latitude of Lisbon. This is indeed the location of Teircera,
and once the Portuguese had renamed the island the earlier name slowly began to
disappear. While the Portuguese exclusively used their designation, others - like
Graciosus Benincasa, Arnaldo Domenech and Albino de Canepa - continued to refer to it
as I. de bracill until the end of the 15th century. But, although the appellation then ceased
to exist for the island as a whole, the name hung on to a part of it; a prominent headland
of Teircera is nowadays still called Morro do BraziI [Mount Brazil]. Apart from the
mountain, then, this Brasil island simply fell victim to renaming.
Unlike the Irish counterpart, the shape of Terceira was normally shown as what
Quinn compared to the three-legged badge of the Isle of Man with sometimes “four
projections”, and what others have likened to a swastika (see page 36). Whatever the
simile the shape looks strangely artificial, all the more so when one considers that on
aerial photograph, the island looks almost elliptical. Curiously though, when we hear
how the explorer Jan Huyghen van Linschoten (1563-1611) described the island on
which he spent two years, we get the impression that it must have appeared differently
from the sea: “It hath on the one side in manner of an elbow sticking forth, two high
hills, called Bresyle, which stetch into the sea, so that a far off they seeme to bee devided
from the Island.” The original Dutch version of his travel account (1596) contains a
hand-colored engraving of Terceira by him, on which the island looks like a
parallelogram with a big foot and a smaller elbow sticking out.
To conclude, both this and the Irish Brasil island, one real and the other
imaginary, were supposedly known to the Mediterranean people since the middle of the
14th century, and as already mentioned, many maps show both of these islands, together
with sometimes even a third specimen, lying west of Brittany.
In his comparison of eighteen early nautical charts produced between 1325 and
1430, the cartographic historian Armando Cortesão found that one of these shows three
Brasil islands, while nine show our two islands in question, with a further three marking
the Irish version only, as opposed to six which only show what is now known as
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Terceira. In other words, in the early days there were more islands marked Brasil in the
Azores than west of Ireland - an interesting finding that contradicts the often-heard
opinion that the island Brasil was placed to the west of Ireland where it slowly drifted
southward to end up in the region of the Azores.
Brasil west of Brittany.
More veiled and less distinguishable is the history of this imaginary island which was
also introduced into cartography in the 14th century. Generally placed at about latitude
48°N, the latitude of southern Brittany, it sometime, moved northwards a little closer to
Ireland and at others southwards a little closer to the Azores. Its site tended to be
vaguely described as being opposite Cape Finisterre, or lying west of the English
Channel, or half way from Ireland to the Azores. Its shape, however, is consistent
enough in that on most maps it appears roughly as a small crescent, or what is more
appositely described by Samuel E. Morison as an “inverted umbrella”. Although as a
geographical entity it enjoyed a long life, its name was subject to many changes.
However, unlike the case of the first two Brasil islands, where we only come across
variant spellings of the same word, this island, at various times, was given completely
different designations. This version was known as Maida (also Mayd, Mayde, Maydas,
Maidas, L 'as Maidns, etc.} or Asmaida (also Asmayda], but also as Mam, Man, de-Men,
Jonzele. Vlaenderen, Ventura, and occasionally it went under other names as well.
In 1436, it showed up as Sola De Brasil in the Venetian map by cartographer
Andrea Bianco (#241). Attached to one of the larger islands of a group in the Atlantic,
this was identified for a time with the Mater Island.
This island (also known as Brazir, Mam, Crescent Island of Man, Bentusle, Bolunda,
Demar and Vlaanderen) does not appear in the maps of Dalorte, Dulcert, or Gaddiano. Its
entrance on the scene, as the records stand, is more than forty years later than that of
Brasil: thereafter it becomes an almost inseparable consort of the latter for several
centuries. When either is absent, both are absent; and when both are present, this
Crescent Island of Man, by whatever name, usually lies southwest or west of south of the
mythical isle of Brasil, the distance being variable in some instances, but fairly constant
as a rule. It sometimes approaches a half-moon in contour, is sometimes a mere shred or
paring of a crescent, but more often has an intermediate form, being nearly always
rounded smoothly on one side, and concave or nearly straight on the other, which is
more or less indented as if by bays, and in a majority of cases turned to the northwest.
Its names are numerous, but at first Man predominates, and in later centuries Mayda,
with slight variations in each case. Neither of these names, however, was the earliest
which it bore, so far as we know.
This umbrella-like island seems to have made its first appearance on the
Pizzigani map of 1367, which shows three Insola de brazir: the new addition, Terceira and
the Irish specimen. Only eight years later, in the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235), the new
Brasil island is called Mam (or Man). Nine years after that, the Pinelli map calls it Jonzele.
The two Soler maps (of ca. 1385) show three Brasil islands, shape and general location
are substantially those of Pizzigani and the older name of Insola de brazir is reverted to.
During the 15th century the island was sometimes represented without any name, but
mostly it is called Man, however, in 1430 Briaticho marked it again as Insula de brazilli. In
the following century, suddenly and inexplicably, the name Mayda in its various forms
was substituted for Man, and while its physical representation remained unchanged,
Mayda tended to move closer to Newfoundland. Mercator of 1569 and 1587 and Ortelius
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of 1570 curiously changed its name to Vlaenderen. With slight variations in location and
name, Mayda continued to be represented on maps of the 17th to 18th centuries.
According to one source, it even made an appearance on a chart published in Chicago in
1906.
Overall, then, during its extraordinarily long life this island underwent many
name changes and was only temporarily, during the 14th and early 15th century, marked
as Brasil island. It therefore seems more appropriate to refer to it as Man or Mayda, the
names that stuck to it longest outside its cartographic record there is next to no mention
of it; certainly no reports of its discovery or of claims laid to it. Whatever vague notions
of the island existed seem to be conjecturally derived from the name Man, thus yielding
no clues to the problem of how it came to be confused with the island of Brasil, which
remained in its usual location west of Ireland all the while. If Pasqualini's map of 1408 is
anything to go by, then the confusion may simply boil down to the mistaking of one
island for another, for on this map we find a) a swastika-shaped Y. de bracil in the
location of Terceira, b) an umbrella-shaped Y. de brazil in the latitude of Brittany and c) a
huge round Y. de mam in the latitude of Galway Bay, where we usually find the Irish
Brasil island.
According to historian William Babcock the name Brazir did not adhere long to
the Crescent Island. The very next map that we have, the remarkable Catalan Atlas of 1375
(#235), supplies a more successful form in Mam (Man), very likely the correct and
original one, which, significantly, is Celtic also. From times beyond history Man had
been a notable island between Britain and Hibernia. Mananan in the oldest part of the
ancient Voyage of Bran chants his song as a sea-god encountered in his chariot above the
waves. Mona, chief western seat of the British Druids—now Anglesea in North Wales-—
hardly varied the name. There was as good reason for applying it to one Atlantic
discovery as there had been for applying the equally ancient and equally mythical Brasil
to another. It is true that the Catalan map spells the word “Mam,” but the final “m” and
“n” were interchangeable, as Pareto clearly shows in his fine map of 1455, which
unmistakably offers us "Aragom," "hamc," and "Camaria," for Aragon, hanc, and
Canaria. Moreover, we find the name plainly given as Man in the neat early- 15th century
Venetian map attributed to Zuan da Napoli.
The Catalan Atlas is obviously quite independent of the Pizzigani work and
information, at least as much so as the latter is of the Atlante Mediceo. The first-named is
very remarkable for a peculiar development of Brasil, the interior of which had merely
been shown as rather cloudy by Dulcert: for on the Catalan map it becomes a circular
sheet of water surrounded by a ring of land and dotted with islands. Of course there is a
meaning in this, perhaps the key to a notable geographic mystery. It was naturally
repeated by divers later mapmakers.
Man also is treated boldly and confidently by the Catalan, being much larger in
proportion to Brasil than in the Pizzigani map, also much nearer to European waters,
and for the first time shown in its fully settled form of a broad crescent or disc-section
with the western indentations reduced to regular scollops. This does not necessarily
indicate any great antiquity in the tradition, for the mind of that age tended to artificial
island-forms, as we see in many instances, and no great time seems; to have been needed
.for establishing one of these. But at least Man in 1375, like Brasil in 1325, had become a
recognized part of geography, and was regarded as a region barely less in extent. Also
the cautious tendency to reduce western distances and draw islands towards Europe on
the map was still at work.
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The name Man had to compete almost at once with another. Though Soleri’s map
of about 1385 shows both the circular and crescent islands without names (not far from
their places in the Catalan Atlas of 1375), the Pinelli map, 1384, almost identical in date,
and an anonymous map of about the same period, concur in naming this island Jonzele.
Possibly the name should read I. Onzele. Onza, in Italian, has for one of its meanings a
section of a house or ship. In these maps the island is unusually small, a mere shred,
curved but little, and not very unlike a longitudinal section of a ship's hull in miniature.
Isola Onzele may conceivably refer to this, meaning the half-ship-shaped island. If so, it is
the only one of Man's rather numerous names which seems to take account of its
distinctive shape.
That version was merely episodical, however. Neither the name nor any of the
special features of delineation appeared again in maps, but the Man (Mam) of the
Catalan’s ideal of 1375 reappeared early in the 15th century and held its ground for a
hundred years. This is true of the shape and general style of the island, though the area
and position vary more or less from type in exceptional cases; true also of the name,
except that in some instances it is omitted, perhaps as unnecessary, or rarely changed a
little. There is a general and rather close uniformity concerning it in the map of Zuan da
Napoli, early 15th century, the anonymous Weimar map sometimes credited to 1424 and
sometimes to 1481, the 15th century Catalan map republished in Fischer's Sammlung, and
the Italian and Catalan maps of Giraldi, 1426 ; Beccaria, 1426 and 1435 ; Bianco, 1436 and
1448 ; Benincasa, 1467 and 1482 ; Koselli, 1468; and Conde Freducci, 1497. Indeed, very
few maps of the Atlantic prepared in that century were without this Crescent Island
located and named as above stated.
The 16th century cartographers for some reason preferred in most instances the
equally curious name Mayda, which had many variants, as Mayde, Mayd, Maidas, Las
Maydas, Asmaidas, Asmaida, and Asmandas. Asmaida was perhaps the first to appear—in
the Ptolemy Ausgabe map of 1513. Humboldt seems to derive Asmaida from an Arabic
word of diabolical meaning, and thinks a suggestion of the latter character came from
the supposedly infernal fires of volcanic islands farther southward. But this same map of
1513 turns Madera to Amadera, Gomera to Agomera, and Brasil or Brasill to O'Brassil. If
these initial letters be not substitutes for the familiar I or Y, they seem to prove a fancy
for meaningless prefixes of no more significance in the case of Mayda than any other. The
name may be Arabic, but surely there is no more likelihood of that because the syllable
"As " gives it an Arabic form. Bentusle, applied by Andreas Bianco to this island in 1448,
has also been thought Arabic, presumably on account of the Semitic Ben; but it could be
accounted for quite plausibly as a variant of ventus, with much the same meaning as
Forteventura, being rendered "the windy island" on this Latin-derived basis.
However derived, Mayda is remarkable for its success in permanently
supplanting, with rare exceptions, the long-established Celtic name. It is true that the
maps of Ruysch, 1508, Thome, 1527, Bordone and Coppo, 1528, and Eibero, 1529, do not
show the island, but nearly all which do so call it Mayda. It is also true that the 1513 map
above mentioned departs from the crescent form and shifts it southward a degree or
two, though leaving the identification in other respects clear enough; but this was soon
remedied. For example, in a Portuguese map of 1519 or 1520, reproduced by
Kretschmer, which makes it crescent again in form, and moves it back to the forty-eighth
parallel of North latitude.
A more remarkable exception occurs in the American " M a n " of Nicolas
Nicolay, 1560. He puts "I Man or Bolunda" at the Straits of Belle Isle above Verde, which
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seems to be a part of disintegrated Newfoundland, Brasil being a little farther out,
perhaps in the western border of the Great Banks. Zaltieri of 1566 nearly repeats this
position, though his islands are a little farther from the straits, and he uses Mayda, not
Man, as a name. Eamusio, 1566, enlarged Maida to exceed Brasil in size, setting it well out
at sea, but Gastoldi, illustrating Kamusio's text, about 1550 planted an isola de moni on
the very site of Nicolay's really crescent Man, and very funnily illustrated the little
demons there in wait and at play.
But at this time another influence was at work, which soon relegated Mayda, like
Brasil, to the yet unfamiliar waters of the middle ocean; for men were travelling up and
down the American shore and growing skeptical of islands and wonders which they did
not readily find —a mental condition promptly reflected on the maps. Thus Descelliers,
drawing for Henry II of France a very museum of strange sea-islands, some of which
may be set down to sheer fancy-play under royal stimulation, had established Maida in
latitude 53° and a more eastern longitude than St. Michael; and Prunes, 1553, calling it
Ilia d'Mayd, had offered a neat instance of the accepted representation of the Crescent
Island as to form and size, though less bulky than in some maps, and planted it in more
southern waters than Descelliers, opposite Brittany, in mid-ocean, latitude 48°. Mercator,
1569 and 1587, and Ortelius, 1570, beside their later issues, also kept the island remote
from either shore, but gave it sometimes the surprising Flemish name Vlaanderen, which
did not last on the maps, but had practically disappeared by 1600.
"Mayda" kept on through the centuries, always avoiding the greatly frequented
shore-waters of both continents, usually accompanied by the crescent outline in
diminished area, and merely exhibited more infrequently as scepticism grew. As
instances, one may cite the As Maydas of F. de Witte, 1660, in about the longitude of
Madeira, latitude of Brittany and Avalon Peninsula, Newfoundland; a French map of
1771 showing Maida in latitude of Gascony, longitude of Palma in the Western Canaries;
a Chart of Currents by Findlay, 1853,1 and a Relief Map of the World, first issued by the
Central School Supply House, Chicago, in 1892 (latest U.S. copyright, 1906), which
shows Mayda, thus named, about in the latitude of the mouth of the Loire and the
longitude of Iceland. Negra’s Rock and Jacket I. are also shown ; but not Brasil (Island or
Rock), nor even the undoubtedly real Rockall.
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This is a portolan chart showing the British Isles. It is taken from a bound atlas bearing the
inscription “:I H S: Conte Freducci Anconitano: la fatte: nel anno: Mo CCCCCoVIII” suggesting
a date of 1538. Both Bracill and Mam are shown southwest of Ireland and the illusive Thule is
shown off the northeast coast of Scotland
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Detail: the isles of Bracill and Mam
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Brasil and Maida on the 1504 chart by Pedro Reinel (Kuntsmann I, #307.2)
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Universale descrittione di tutta la terra conosciuta fin qui, Paolo Forlani, 1566 (#398)

Brasil and Maida on the Paolo Forlani world map of 1565 (#398)
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North Atlantic, 1570, Europe, Septentrionalivm Regionvm Descrip, Ortelius Map
Showing the mythical islands of Drogeo, Frisland, Neome. Podalida, Brasil, Icaria, St Brandian

Detail showing Brasil to the right of the harpist and yVerde below him
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Detail from Joan Martines’ map of the North Atlantic, 1587, showing the Ille Verde, the islands
of illa de brazill, Mayda, Ille Verde and Frisland (#416)
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Brasil on a map by Sebastian Münster 1588, along with other mystical islands St Brandain,
Friesland, Neome, Podalida, Demar, Verde
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America by Jodocus Hondius, 1619

Detail showing Brazil off the bow of the Greenlander’s kayak and
the mythical islands of Frisland, Maidas and Bus
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Brasil depicted on Sebastian Munster’s 1628 map of
Europe
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A tiny blot of a landmass off the western coast of Ireland is curiously labeled “Imaginary Isle of
O Brazil” on cartographer Thomas Jefferys’s 1768 “Chart of the Atlantic Ocean.”
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Island of Brasil and Demar. Theatro d'el Orbe de la Tierra de Abraham Ortelius, 1602

Many mythical islands are depicted here: Brazil, Drageo, S. Brendan, Frieslant, Videnderen, etc.
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Tabula Terre Nove (Admiral’s Map) by Martin Waldseemüller, 1513 (#320)
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Detail: showing obrasill and Asmaidas southwest of the British Isles
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Yet Hy-Brasil is interesting in being a myth that was for a time treated as reality,
and a land that remained on maps beyond when it was identified as purely legend by
sailors. The final example in the exhibition is James Imary and Son’s 1859 chart of the
Atlantic Ocean, published just before Hy-Brasil was removed by the British Admiralty
from their navigational charts in 1873. In the following years, Hy-Brasil would retreat
into anonymity. As attempts to find it failed again, map-makers started leaving it off
most nautical charts. When it was last observed on a map in 1865, it was simply noted as
“Brazil Rock.”
There are many myths and legends surrounding Hy-Brasil. In some of them, the
island is the home of the gods of Irish lore. In others, it is inhabited by priests or monks
rumored to hold ancient knowledge which allowed them to create an advanced
civilization. Some think that St. Brendan’s famous voyage to find the “Promised Land”
may have been Hy-Brasil.
The legend could be a story that was passed down through generations from the
end of the last Ice Age when sea levels were lower. For example, the so-called Porcupine
Bank, discovered in 1862, appears to have been an island at some point in time. Located
about 193 km (120 miles) west of Ireland, it is a shoal exposed at extreme low tide and
where an 1830 chart had Brazil Rock located. The bank’s highest point is around 200
meters (656 feet) below sea level and was sunk either due to a catastrophe or rising sea
levels.
Today, no such island called Hy-Brasil exists on any maps or nautical charts and
no historical documents were ever recorded to indicate what happened to it.
Mainstream historians simply consider it a case of mistaken identity. Nevertheless, it is a
peculiar riddle in history that is likely to be debated and discussed into the future.
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Brasil, Vlaenderen (Crescent Island) and S. Brandain on the 1595 map by Gerhard Mercator
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Brasil and the Insula de Mam on the Catalan Atlas of 1375
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Obrazill and Asmaidas on the 1516 world map by Waldseemüller (#320)

Brasil Off Newfoundland: It must not be supposed that Brasil was always thought of as
relatively near Europe. Camocio in 1560 and Zaltieri in 1566 prepared maps that show
Brazil Island in distinctly American waters, practically forming part of the archipelago
into which Newfoundland was supposed to be divided, or at least lying between it and
the Grand Banks. These presentations no doubt may have been suggested by American
discoveries and later theories, especially as no navigator had been able to find Brasil at
any point nearer Europe; but again they may be at least partly due to surviving early
traditions of the great distance westward at which this island lay.
It is roughly in this area, that we find another version of Hy-Brasil. Here it has
been referred to as a small North American island “near the arctic circle”, but mainly its
position is indicated south of Greenland and east of Newfoundland, which is of course
far away from the Arctic Circle. However, all the other Hy-Brasil islands we have looked
at so far were situated off European or North African coasts, whereas this island is in
distinctly American waters. It is by no means a substitution for its Irish counterpart,
with which it peacefully coexists.
We find this specimen on at least eight charts where it is marked as a roundish
island off the cast coast of North America, moving between latitudes 47ºN and 63ºN. It
arrived much later on the scene than the other Hy-Brasil islands, that is approximately
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one hundred and fifty years utter the Dulcert/Dalorto map of 1330, and had a relatively
short life span, making its first appearance on the anonymous Catalan map of c.1480 and
already taking its leave with the Porcacchi map of 1598. It did not disappear, however,
without leaving a truce. To this day, in Canada we find a ridge called Brazil Rock off
Cape Sable (Nova Scotia) and a Brazil Shoal off Grand Manan (New Brunswick). And
was this perhaps the Brasil island that Columbus recorded to have sighted on his way to
America?
In the late 15th and throughout the 16th century. what we now know to be North
America was then not considered to be firm land, but rather a fragmented area. Thus, on
early maps, Newfoundland appears as a disintegrated region consisting of a plethora of
islands. This, together with the fact that the region was still largely unexplored, possibly
explains why the location became the ultimate assembly point for several imaginary
islands which had wandered across the Atlantic from European or Northern African
waters. In its new surroundings, the island of Brasil variously found itself in the
company of the Isle of Demons, the Isle of the Seven Cities, St Brendan's Isle, I. de Fortuna,
Mayda, and Isla Verde (also Insula Viridis or “the Green Isle”), which some argue is an
imaginary isle while others think it was probably intended to be a representation of
Greenland. These islands were depicted as lying so close to one another that they
become almost interchangeable. Gemma Frisius remarked: “Insula Viridis. quae aliis
dicitur Brasil. in ... lat. 51” [An island green, the other is called Brazil in lat. 51], may be a
reflection of this confusion, but his uncertainty may also refer to Waldseemülller, who
on his chart of 1513, marked Obrazill in the same spot where on his previous map of 1507
Viridis lnsula had been placed.
In 1497, the Genoese seafarer John Cabot, in charge of all English voyage of
exploration, appears to have made several landfalls on the American continent in the
region of Newfoundland. Although his discovery was not made public, news that he
had actually round the island of Brasil, the professed destination of at least two Bristol
expeditions in the early 1480s, quickly spread over Western Europe, mostly through
ambassador, and foreign trading merchants who were doing business in England.
Naturally. Spain and Portugal, the two nations that had already divided among
themselves all undiscovered territory through a vertical partition line, would react with
concern to this news.
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World map of Johannes Ruysch, 1508 (#313)

The north Atlantic on the 1508 world map by Johannes Ruysch (#313)
In the Atlantic between Ireland and Greenland lies an island with an inscription stating
that this island in the year of our Lord 1456 was totally consumed by fire. It is tempting to
suggest that this is an epitaph for the fabulous island of Brasil from Irish legend.
To the left is a pair of islands with the appearance of Brasil accompanied by the legend “Demons
assaulted ships near these islands, which were avoided, but not without peril”
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Ii disegno del Discoperto della nova Franza, ii quale s’ehauuto ultimarnente dalle novissima
navigatione de’ Franzesi in quel luogo . . .[The draught of the discovery of New France, made
from the latest French voyages]. From an Italian composite atlas. Venice.
Bolognini Zaltieri (Paolo Forlani), 1566 (#391)
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Detail: showing the island of Brasil off the coast of Labrador (#391)
By 1566, Brasil and Maida have been relocated from the western coast of Ireland, to the southern
coast of Labrador, in North America. Here, Italian map maker Paolo Forlani places Brasil and
Maida just southeast of the coast of Labrador in his map of “Noua Franza,” or, New France
(Canada).
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Nauigationi Dil Mondo Nouo. Venice: Giovanni Francesco Camocio, 1560

Detail showing Brazil near the mouth of the St Lawrence River off the coast of Labrador
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Map by Michael Lok, 1582 showing Brasil, St Brandam, Frisland, Verde and Maide (#419)
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James Imary and Son’s 1859 chart of the Atlantic Ocean, published just before Hy-Brasil was
removed by the British Admiralty from their navigational charts in 1873.
From the early 16th century on, Breasil consistently appeared on the map as being
in American waters, with the exception of the Ortelius map of 1571, which restored the
island to its traditional position off southern Ireland. The 18th century kept it close to
mid-Atlantic. And Breasil died hard. It lingered on the map long into the 19th century.
But by this time it had dwindled from a considerable island to the small supposed Brazil
Rock, the portion of which became fixed by John Purdy's important 1825 map of the
North Atlantic. In 1836 the great German scientist, Alexander von Humboldt, could
comment that, of all the fictitious North Atlantic islands, only Brazil Rock and Mayda still
remained. Finally in 1873, when navigations in this much-traveled span of ocean failed
to bring in any concrete reports of the supposed Brazil Rock, the British Admiralty saw fit
to remove it from their charts. Despite the failure of attempts to find it, this appeared
regularly on maps lying south west of Galway Bay until 1865, by which time it was
called Brasil Rock.
Hy-Brasil has also been identified with Porcupine Bank, a shoal in the Atlantic
Ocean about 200 kilometers (120 mi) west of Ireland and discovered in 1862. As early as
1870 a paper was read to the Geological Society of Ireland suggesting this identification.
The suggestion has since appeared more than once, e.g., in an 1883 edition of Notes and
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Queries and in various 20th century publications, one of the more recent being Graham
Hancock’s book Underworld: The Mysterious Origins of Civilization.
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A Partial List of Cartographic Appearances of Brasil Island
1325 Insula de moutonis sive da brazile, Dulcert/Dalorto; Florence,
Variant readings: Insula de Montonis sive de brasile; Insula de montoniis sive de brazil!; Insula de
moutonis sive de brazile; Insula de moutoniis sive de brazil!; Insule de montonis sive de brazile; Insula de
moturius siue de brazili. illustrated
1329 Insula de Brazil, Angelino Dulcert; Paris. illustrated
1339-50 Insula de brazil, anon., attrib. to Dulcert; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 25.691.
c. 1340-50 del Brasil, anon.
2nd half 14th century Brasil, J. Cresques; Paris.
2nd half 14th century insula de Brazil, anon.; Florence, Variant reading: insula de berzil and brazir
2nd half 14th century insula de brasil, anon.;
end 14th/beg. 15th century y. de brazil, Nicolaus de Corbitis Atlas; Venice, Variant reading: insula de brazil.
end 14th/beg. 15th century Brasil, anon., "Pinelli-Walckener Atlas".
Variant reading: y de brazili.
1367 Bracir and ysula de bracir, Pizzigani Bros.
Variant readings: ysola de nocorus sur de brazar; Brazir; brazil and insola de bracir; Bracie, Insula de
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Brazie and yxola Braxie seu Mayotas; Yeo de Mayotas seu Bracir, Yeo de Bracir; brazir; Isola de motonus
sive de bracill and ysula de bracir; Insula de Bracir or Bracie . illustrated
c. 1375 Insula de Brazil, anon., attrib. to A. Cresques, "Catalan Atlas" illustrated
1385 Insola de Bracir and Brasil, Guillermo Soler; Florence, Arch. di Stato.
c. 1385 insula de brazir, insulas brazir, Guillermo Soler; Paris, BnF,
15th century lilla de brazill, anon.; Florence, Arch. di Stato, Carte Nautiche, no. 16.
Variant reading: illa de brezill.
15th century Brasil, anon.; Paris, BnF, C+P, B. 8268.
15th century Braxili (or Bracili, anon.; Parma, Bib. Pal. II, 29, 1621.
Variant reading: Ile de Brasill.
15th century Insola de brazil, anon.; Modena, Bib.Estense Variant reading: illa de brezill.
15th century Brazile, anon.; Rome, Bib. Vallicelliana.
15th century ille del brazil, anon. atlas; Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana, Sala del Prefetto II,5.
1403 [1] isola de brazir, Franciscus Becharius; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib.
2nd quarter 15th century de brazi, anon., "Laurentian Sea Atlas", also "Medici Atlas"; Florence,
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana,
1408 yn de bracil and yn de brazill, Nicolaus Pasqualini' Wien,
Variant readings: Brasil; Insula de hrazi; Insul de Berzi;bInsule de brazil.
1411-15 brazile (?), Albertinus de Virga, world map; location unknown. illustrated
1413 Insola de brazil and Brasill, Mecia de Villadestes' Paris, BnF, illustrated
1421 Brasill (?), F. de Cesanis; Venice, Civico Museo, CoIl. Correr, Port. 13 (Cicogna 3453).
1422 ya de bracil, Jacobus de Giro1dis; Paris, BnF, C+P, C 5088
1423 insola de brasilli and bazilli, Mecia de Villadestes; Florence, Bib. Medicea-Laur., Ashb. No.1802.
1424 braxil and ixõ de braxil, anon., attrib. to Zuane Pizzigano, "Phillipps Chart". illustrated
1426 Insulla de brazil, Battista Beccario, planisphere; Munich, Bayr. Staatsbib., Cod.icon. 130. illustrated
1426 y.a de bracill, Jacobus de Giroldis; Venice, Bib. Naz. Marciana, It. VI, 212 (5694).
1428 brazil and brasil, Johanes Viladestes; Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi, no. 1826.
1430 insula de brazilli or braxyilli, Cholla di Briaticho; Siena, Bib. Com., SV 2.
Variant reading: brazil
1424 and 1499 Brasil, Freducci; Weimar, Zentralbib. d. dtsch. Klassik.
1425-50 Braxili, anon.; Parma, Arch. di Stato Bib. Pal., MS II, 32 No. 1624.
c. 1430 Illa da Brazil, (three islands named Brasil) Juan da Napoli, "Cornaro Atlas"; London, Brit. Lib.,
Egerton MS. 73. illustrated
1435 i. de brazil, Battista Beccario, planisphere; Parma, Bib. Pal., II, 21, 1613.
1436 Ya de brasil, Andreas Bianco; Venice, Bibl. Naz, Marciana, MS Fondo Antico It. Z 76
four places. Variant readings: Berzil; Y de borzil; Ya de brazil; 1. de Brazi; y a de berzil. illustrated
c. 1450 bracil, Fra. Mauro portolan chart,
1439 Brasil, Gabriel de Vallseca; Barcelona, Bib. de Catalunya, preserved in Museo Maritimo, Caja II.
illustrated
1450-75 Brasil, anon., attr. to Petrus Roselli; Modena, Bib. Estense, e.G.A, 5 b.
1439 de brasil, Andreas Bianco; Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana.
1450-75 anon., attr. to Petrus Roselli; Paris, BnF.
c. 1440 illa de brazill, anon., attr. to Gabriel de Vallseca; Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale
2nd half 15th century Brasil, anon.; Badia di Cava, Bib. Mon. Naz..
1443 Brazi, Giacomo de Ziredis (Giroldi); Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana, SP 2, 38 (Port III; SP II,3).
1447 brasil, Petrus Roselli; Chicago, Kenneth Nebenzahl, priv. coll,
1448 y de Brazil de binar and de Braxil, Bianco; Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana, F. 260 Inf(1).
Variant reading: Insulla de branzil.
c. 1455 y. del bracil, Soligo. De Albuquerque
Variant reading: de Braxil.
1455 Insulla de Brazil and Isola de Brazil, Bartolomeo Pareto; Rome, Bibl. Naz. Cent. Vitt. Em. II, Carte
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Nautiche I. illustrated
1456 lilla de brasil, Bertran and Ripoll; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., G230:117 MS.
1456 Brasil, Petrus Roselli; Chicago, Newberry Library, E. Ayer Coll.
1457 (name not legible), anon. Genoese world map; Florence, Bib. Naz. Pal., Port 1.
1462-4 Illa de brasil and Zilla de brezill, anon.; Modena, Bib. Estense, e.G.A.1.
1468 lilla de bresill, Petrus Roselli; New York, Hisp. Soc.,
c. 1459 Brazil, Fra Mauro map of the world; Vatican Biblioteca Borgia. V. illustrated
1468-82 (montorio), anon. Venetian atlas; Rotterdam, Mar. Mus., Engelbrecht CoIl.
Variant readings: Berzil, queste isole de Hibernia son dite fortunate; I. de Berzel, queste isole de Hiberniae
son dite fortunate; L'isola del Berzil; 1. del Berzel, anesta isola de hibernia, son dite Fortunata.
1469 Brazil, Graciosus Benincasa; Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana, SP2, 35 (Port. VI; 6).
1462 Brasil, Petrus Roselli; Paris, BnF, C+P, C 5090.
1463 isola de bracill, Graciosus Benincasa; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 18454.
Variant reading: Isola de brazil.
1464 illa de brezill, Petrus Roselli; Nurnberg, Germ. N ationalmuseum, La 4017.
The word 'montorio' is inserted in the belt which divides the island into two: see
http://www.maphistory.info/PortolanScans.html.
1465 Illa de brezill + illa da brezril, Petrus Roselli; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS 2712.
1466 brasil, Petrus Roselli; Minneapolis, James Ford Bell Lib. illustrated
1467 Isola de bracill (+ montorius) and Isola de brar;il, Graciosus Benincasa; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 11547.
1470 Ila de bracill, Graciosus Benincasa; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 31 318A. illustrated
1473 isola de bracil, Graciosus Benincasa; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS. 2855 (ff.7-8).
c. 1475 brasil, anon.; Mantua, Biblioteca Comunale, I. 1.15, no. 1032.
1476 Isola de Bracill and 1. de Bracil, Andreas Benincasa; Geneva, Bib. Pub. et Univ., Ms Lat.
Variant reading: Isolo de Bracill
c. 1480 ylla de brazill, anon. "Catalan Map"; Milan Biblioteca Ambrosiana. illustrated
1482 (montorio) Isola de bracill, Graciosus Benincasa; Bologna, Bib. Uni., Rot. 3.
Variant reading: Insula de prazile illustrated
1482 Zilla de brasil! + brasil, Jaime Bertran; Florence, Arch. Di Stato, C.N.7.
c. 1485 brasil, Pedro Reinel; Bordeaux, Arch. Departmt, de la Gironde. illustrated
c. 1487 lilla de bersil!, anon.; Florence, Arch. Di Stato, C.N. 8.
c. 1489 Bracil (or Bracili, copied from Nicolo Fiorino (1462), "Cornaro Atlas"; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS. 73.
late 15th/early 16th century brazil (?), anon chart; Turin, Bib. Reala, MS.O.XVI.5.
c. 1489 Illa da Brazil, copied from Francesco Cesanis (1421), "Cornaro Atlas"; London, Brit. Lib.,
Egerton MS. 73, ff. 14-15, (1-2). illustrated
1489 Insula Brazil and Insulla de brezil, Albino de Canepa; Minneapolis, James Ford Bell Lib., illustrated.
1492 Insula de brazil, Martin Behaim globe;. Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg, illustrated.
Variant reading: Ylle de brazil
1492? illa de brazil, anon; Paris, BnF.
1492 Ja do brazill, Jorge de Aguiar; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib., Beinecke. illustrated
1496 brasil, Antonio Ortiz (cited by Christobal Cladera, Investigaciones Historicas Sobre los Principales
Descubrimientos de los Espaiioles en el Mar Oceano, Madrid.
148[6] fila da brazil and insula da brazil, Arnalda Domenech; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., G230: 119 MS.
1497 (Montanis? montoni?) de Brasill, Conte di O. Freducci; Wolfenbuttel, Herzog August Bib., Cod. Guelf. 99.
late 15th/early 16th century Brasil, anon. Portug. chart; Rome, Bib. Valli celli ana.
late 15th/early 16th century Y. de Berzil, anon.; Upsala, Reg. Accad. Bib.
Variant reading: brazil
16th century. Bracil (or Bracili, anon.; Venice.
16th century. i. de braal, anon.; Venice, Bibl. Naz. Marciana, MS Cl
1500 brazill, Battista Agnese; London, Brit. Lib., Royal14. C.V.
c. 1500 illa de brazil, Portuguese world map often attrib. to Chr. Columbus; Paris, BnF.
c. 1500 name illegible, anon., attrib. to Pedro Reinel; Munich, Bayr. Staatbib.
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1500 y. de brasil, Juan de la Cosa, world map; Madrid, Museo Naval.
16th century. Brasil and lylla de Brazil, anon., attrib. to Joan Martinez. Naples, Bib. Brancacciana, II G. 16.
1501 lilla brazil, Juan Ortis.
16th century. Illa de brasil, anon., attrib. to Joan Martinez; London, Brit. Mus., ADD. MS. 9947.
16th century. Illa brasill, anon., attrib. to Joan Martinez; Rome, Bib. Vaticana, Cod. Urb. Lat. 1710.
c. 1503 obrassill, Nicolas de Canerio (also known, amongst others, as Nicolay Caverio); Paris, BnF.
16th century. Lilla de brazill, anon., attrib. to Joan Martinez; Rome, Bib. Vaticana, Cod. Vat. Lat. 8920.
c. 1504 y. Brasil, Pedro Reinel; Munich, Bayr. Staatsbib., Cod. icon. 132. illustrated
1505 brasil (?), Jehuda ben Zara; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib., Beinecke.,30cea/1505.
16th century. brasil, anon., attrib. to Francesco Ghisolfi; San Marino, The Huntingdon Library, HM 28 f. 12.
1508 Brisilge, Jobst Ruchamer, Sammlung von Reisen, Nurnberg, 1508,
16th century.brazill (?), anon., attrib. to Jacobo Maggiolo; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib., Beinecke.
1508? montorius, Conte di Freducci; London, Brit. Lib., MS. 22348 (f.5).
1508 brasil, Andreas Benincasa; Rome, Vatican Bib. AV, Borgia VIII.
1508 unnamed, Johannes Ruysch illustrated
1508-10 Bracil, Portuguese or Italian map; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS. 2803.
1510 bracil insula, Vesconte Jacobo Maggiolo; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS. 2803, f. 6v.
1511 Brasil, Bernadus Sylvanus; in Ptolemy edition LibeGeographiae cum Tabulis et Universali Figura
Venice: Jacobus Pentius de Leucho, 1511.
1512 isola de brasille (chart 1); Illa de brazill (chart 4), Vesconte Maggiolo atlas; Parma, Bib. PaL, n.1614.
1513 Brazil, Martin Waldseemuller, "Tabula nova Hibernie, Anglie et Scotie", one of 20 "modern" maps
included in edition of Claudius Ptolemaeus Geographie opus, Strasbourg, 1513, often referred to as the
"Argentine Ptolemy". illustrated
1513 Obrassill, Martin Waldseemuller "Tabula Oceani Occidentalis seu Terrae Novae", also in Claudius
Ptolemaeus Geographie opus, Strasbourg, 1513. illustrated
Variant reading: Obrassell.
c. 1513 brazill, The Book of Francisco Rodrigues, incorporated with the Suma Oriental of Tome Pires,
preserved in the Bib. de la Chambre des Deputes, Paris.
1513 unnamed Piri Reis illustrated
1514 Brasil, Jaume Olives; Florence, Bib. Naz.
1515 de bras ill, Schoner globe.
1516 Obrazill, Martin Waldseemuller, "Carta Marina" Washington, Library of Congress illustrated
1516 illa brazille, Vesconte Maggiolo; San Marino, Huntintor Lib., HM 427.
1519 Ia de brasile, Vesconte Maggiolo; Munich, Bayer. Staatsbib .. cod. icon. 135.
1519 unspecified Ptolemy map.
1524 Brazile and Brazille, Vesconte Maggiolo; Milan, Bib. Ambrosiana.
c. 1525 I do brasil, Pero Fernandes; Dresden, Sachs. Landesbib..
1525 brasil, anon., attrib. to Diogo Ribeiro; Mantua.
1525 Obrasill, Lorenz Fries and Johannes Groninger, Carta Marina Navigatoria Portugalien Navigationes
... , Strassburg, 1530; Munich, Bayerische Staatsbib.
1527 il brasil, anon. attrib. to Diogo Ribeiro; Weimar, Thuring. Landesbib.
1529 Brasil, Diogo Ribeiro; Rome, Vatican BibI. Borgiano illustrated
1530 il brasil, Diogo Ribeiro; Dillingen, Kreis- und Studienbib.
1534 obrazil, Caspar Viegas; Paris, BnF.
c. 1534 bras ill, Jorge Reinel, port. chart of the South Atlantic' Minneapolis, James Ford Bell Lib. '
1535 brazil, anon., attrib. to Pedro (?) Reinel; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus.
1536 brazill, Battista Agnese; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 19927 (f.7). illustrated
1537 brazill (?), Conte di O. Freducci; New York, Hispanic Soc., K14.
c. 1537 obrasill, anon., attrib. to Caspar Viegas, 2 atlases.
1538 brazil (?), Conte di O. Freducci; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 10132 (f.2). illustrated
1538 montorius, Conte di O. Freducci; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 22348 (f.5).
1541 Brazil, Michael ServetuslPtolemy Atlas "Tabula nova Angliae & Hiberniae”.
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1541-2 Brazill, Battista Agnese; Munich; Bayr. Staatsbib., Cod.icon. 136.
1541 Brasil, Gerard Mercator Terrestial Globe; Cambridge/Mass., Harvard Map Collection.
1541 brassille, Nicolas Desliens planisphere; Paris, BnF,.
1541 Brazil and Insula do brassil, Lyons edition of Ptolemy. The second island is located near the Isthmus
1542 o brass ill, Jean Rotz; London, Brit. Lib., Royal MS. 20 E. 9, f.22.
1542 brazil (?), Rocco Dalolmo; Siena, Bib. Com. S.V.1.
1543 brazill, Battista Agnese; Paris, BnF, FF 14410.
1544 Brazill, Battista Agnese "Western Europe"; Madrid, Bib. Nac., MSS. Res. 176.
c. 1544 brazill, Battista Agnese; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 26, ff. 5v-6.
1540 brazil, Jorge Reinel; Florence, Bib. Barone Ricasoli-Firidolfi. Cortes., PI. 15.
1545 brasil, MS chart by Alonso de Santa Cruz, Islario general del mundo; Madrid, Bib. Nac.
Variant reading: Debrasil
1546 o brasill, Joao Freire; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 35, f. 2.
1546 bras ill, Pierre Desceliers; Manchester, John Rylands Lib.
1547 brazil, anon., "Vallard Atlas"; San Marino, Huntington Lib.,
1547 brasil, Benedetto Bordone, world map in Isolario, first pubI. in Venice in 1528; London, Brit. Lib.
Variant reading: Montorius de brasill; ya. de brazil montonu; montoriu de brasill. illustrated
1550 unamed, Vesconte Maggiolo displaying the mythical islands of Frisland and Brasil. illustrated
1550 insula [. . .} illes, Lopo Homem; Roma..
c. 1550 brazill, Battista Agnese; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 25, ff. 4v-5.
c. 1550 brazill, Battista Agnese; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 10, ff. 5v-6.
c. 1550 illa de brasil!, Georg Andreas Bockler; New York, Hisp. Soc.
1550 brazil, Diego Gutierrez; Paris, BnF, C+E, S.H. Archives, no. 2.
c. 1550 brasil, anon., Oxford, Bodleian Lib.,
1550 brazil (?), Pierre Desceliers; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 24065.
after 1550 ya. de brasil, Bartolomeo Olivio; New York, Hisp. Soc. illustrated
1552 Brasil, Matheus Prunes; Naples, Abadia di Cava dei Tirreni.
1553 illa de brazil, Matheus Prunes; Siena, Bib. Com., Sign. No., I,3. .
1553 brazill, Battista Agnese; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 27, ff. 5-6.
1553 lil!a de brasil!, Jaume Olives; Pavia, Bib. Univ., Sala MS.
1553 Bracill, Conte di O. Freducci atlas; Rome. illustrated
1554 brazil, Lopo Homem; Florence, Mus. di Storia della Scienza.
1554 Bresil insul, Battista Agnese; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus.
1552 Y. de brasil, Georgio Sideri (Calapoda); Stockholm, Royal Library, SkoklostersamI. i.
1554 Brasil, Gerardus Mercator, Map of Europe. illustrated
c. 1555 brasil, anon., attrib. to Sebastiao Lopes; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus.
1555 isola de bracil, Angelo Freducci; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus.
1555 brazil (7), Joan Riczo Oliva; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib
1556 Brasil, Ramusio.
1558 obrassil, Sebastien Lopes; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 27303. illustrated
1558-84 Brasil, Donato Bertelli; Yale Univ. Map Dept. at Sterling Memorial Lib.
1559 illa de brazil, Jaume Olives; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 21029 [captioned "Battista Agnese"].
1559 Isola de Brazil, Matheus Prunes. illustrated
c. 1559 Brazil (7), Andreas Homem; Paris, BnF.
1560 Brasil, Paolo Forlani, "Atlantic Ocean"; Chicago, Newberry Lib., Map 4F 414.
1560 Brasil, Paolo Forlani, world map; Chicago, Newberry Lib., Map.4F6.
1560 [Brasil, Nicolas de Nicolay; Brown Univ. Lib., JCB Map Cabinet B 554 NIN 560.
c. 1560 dobrazil, Paris, BnF.
c. 1560 obrasill, anon., Livro de Marinnaria; Lisbon, Arquivo Hist. do Minist. Financas.
1560 Brasill, Matheus Prunes; Venice, Museo Civico.
1560 Brasil, map preserved by Nicollo del Dolfinatto; The John Carter Brown University, C-6909.
1560 Brazil Giovanni Francesco Camocio illustrated
1561 Brasil + Brazill, Bart. Olives; Naples, Arch. Di Stat., fot. Cat., 20.
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1561 0 brasill, Bartolomeu Velho; Florence, Bib. Accad. di Belle Art.
1562 Ia Brazil, Bart. Olives; Rome, Bib. Vaticana, Cod. Urb. Lat. 283.
1562 Isola de brazil, Diego Gutierrez; Washington, Lib. of Congress.
1562 bracil (+ montorius), Georgio Sideri (Calapoda); London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS. 2856; ff. 8-9. illustrated
1562 illa brazile, Vesconte Maggiolo; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 9810 (f. 1).
1562 isle de brasil, Pilote Pastoret; London, Brit. Lib., Egerton MS 513, f.79.
1563 brazil, Georgio Sideri (Calapoda); Venice, Marciana It. IV.148 (5451).
1563 brazille, Jacobo Maggiolo; Paris, BnF, S.G.Y. 1704.
1563 brazil, Jaume Olives; New Haven, Yale Univ. Lib., Beinecke, 30cea/1563.
1563 obrasill, Lazaro Luis, Lisbon, Academia das Ciencias.
1564 brazill, Battista Agnese; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 25442.
c. 1565 brasil, anon., attrib. to Sebastien Lopez, atlas, fols 13v-14r and 22v-23r; Chicago, The Newberry Lib.
1565 Isola dbrazil and Isola brazil, Georgio Sideri (Calapoda); Paris, BnF.
1566 Brasil, Antonio Lafreri.
1566 Brasil, Bolognino Zaltieri; Chicago, The Newberry Lib. illustrated
c. 1566 Brasil, preserved by A. Forlani; Chicago, Newberry Lib., Map 2F246. illustrated
1566 Brasil (?), Ramusio.
1566 lylla de brttzill [typing error?], Joan Martinez; Turin, Arch. di Stato., J.b. II, 10. illustrated
1567 illa de brazill, Joan Martines; London, Brit Lib., ADD. MS. 15714 (fl.8). illustrated
1568 Jlla de brasill, Domingo Olives; Helsinki, Helsingin yliop. Kirj., Nordens. ColI.
1568 O’brazill, Fernao Vaz Dourado, atlas; Madrid, Bib. Duques de Alba. illustrated
1569 Brasil, Gerard Mercator's world map 'Nova et Aucta Orbis Terrae Descriptio ad Usum Navigantium Emendata'
c. 1570 obrasill, anon., attrib. to Sebastien Lopez; Vila Vicosa, Bib. Do Pal. Ducal da Cas a de Braganca.
1570 Brasil, Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis Terrarum London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 19038.
On his map of "Europae" Brasil is located NW of Ireland almost at the height of Donegal.
His "Typus Orbis Terrarum" shows the island as lying half-way between Ireland and the Azores,
Where as his map of "Eryn" indicates no island of that name. illustrated
1570 obrazill, Fernao Vaz Dourado; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 41, f. 7.
and bRazill, HM 41, f. 5.
1571 braxil, Joan Martinez; Venice, Marciana.
1571 o brazill, Fernao Vaz Dourado; Lisbon, Arquivo Nac. da Torre do Tombo.
1572 illa braxill, Joan Martines; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., P/6 (6).
1574 (mons orius) Brasil (?), Aloysius (Alvise) Cesanis atlas; Panna, Bib. Palatina, cod. 1616.
1575 obrazill, Fernao Vaz Dourado; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 31317 (f. 12). illustrated
c. 1575 brazil, Bartolomeu Lasso; Philadelphia, The Rosenbach Foundation.
1576 obrazill, anon. attrib. to Fernao Vaz Dourado, atlas, fol. 8; Lisbon, Bib. Nac.,
c. 1578 illa de brasill, Joan Martinez; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 33, f. 6.
1578 1a Brasil, Joan Martinez; London, Brit. Mus., Har1. MS 3450.
1579 illa de brazill, Joan Martinez; London, Brit. Lib., MS. 22018 (f. 5). illustrated
1579 filia de brazil, Joan Martinez; Milan, Bib. Braidense, AG XI 61.
1580 obrazill, Fernao Vaz Dourado, fo1. 5; Munich, Bayr. Staatsbib., Cod.icon. 137.
1582 brasil, Joan Martinez; New York, Hisp. Soc., K31.
1582 Brasil, Michael Lok. illustrated
1582 Ysla di Brasil, Joan Martinez; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 5019 (f.5).
1583 brasil, Joan Martinez; Paris, Bib. Nat. de Fr., DD 682.
1584 Bartolomeu Olives. BNF Paris, Departement of Cartes and Plans, reference CPL GE B-1133 (res)
1584 Brazil, Lucas Janszoon Waghenaer, chart of Europe III Spieghel der Zeevardt. illustrated
c. 1585 brasille, anon.; Paris, BnF, C+E, S.H. Archives, no. 38. R&dJourd., 63.
c. 1585 1 do brasil, anon., atlas, fols.llv-12r.; New York, The Hispanic Soc.,
1586 lilla de brazill, Joan Martinez; Turin, Bib. Reale, MS. varia 165.
1586 illa de brazill, Joan Martinez; Rome, Vatican, Bib., Borgia X. illustrated
1587 Brasil, Gerard Mercator.
1587 Brasil, Abraham Ortelius
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1588 Brasil Sebastian Münster illustrated
c. 1588 1 do brazill, Bartolomeu Lasso; Brussels, Bib. Roy. de Belgique.
Cumming, et al (1971),222; Scaife (1890),212.
1589/93 Brasil, Cornelius de Jode (Judaeus map).
1591 Brasil and Illa de brazil, Joan Martinez atlas; Marburg.
1592 Brasil, Hood-Molyneux globe.
1592 brazile (?) Joan Oliva; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., P22, 2.
last quarter 16th c. I do brasil, Luis Teixeira; San Marino, Huntington Lib.
1592 Brazyl, Lucas JanszoonWaghenaer, Thresoor de zeevaerdt (Leyden), III.
17th c. Brazil, Petrus Kaerius.
early 17th century brasilje, anon. Dutch chart; New York, Hisp. Soc.
1594 I do bracil, Pedro de Lemos; London, Brit. Lib., Cotton MS. Aug. 1, i 15
1594 Brazyl Jan van Doetecum illustrated
1594 Brazyl, anon.; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 19402.
1595 Brasil, Gerard Mercator Atlas. illustrated
1596 lysola de brasil, Joan Olives; Palermo, Bib. Commun., 2 Qq H 225.
1596 brizil, Cipriano Sanches Vilavicencio; London, Brit. Lib.
1596 Brasill, Thomas Hood, An Engraved Sea Card of the Eastern Atlantic, etc. from the Orkneys to Cape
Verde, Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., G224: 1/2.
c. 1596-7 Brasil, Jodocus Hondius; William L. Clements Lib.
1598 Brasil, Thomoso Porcacchi with Gira1mo Poro, L'Isole Piu famose del Mondo; Yale Univ. Map
1599 isola de Brasil, Joan Oliva; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 24943.
c. 1600 do brazil, Luis Teixeira; Florence, Bib. Nac. illustrated
1600 brasil and isla de Braxil, Vicente Prunes; Barcelona, Mus. Marit., Inv. 4775.
1602 ilia de brazil, Joan Oliva; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 40.
1603 name illegible, Francesco Oliva; Paris, BnF, C+P, Ge C 5093.
1605 Brasil (?), Giovanni Bonero Bonesii, "Relatione Universa1i", Venice.
1605 Isola Brasil, Baldassare Maggiolo and Antonio Vesconte; New York, Hisp. Soc., K12;
1605 Brasil, Willem Janszoon Blaeu, world map.
1606 Brasil, anon., "America", Amsterodami/Amsterdam; Munich, Bayerische Staatsbib.
1607 Brazil, Jodocus Hondius, map of America. illustrated
1607 Brasil, attrib. to Petrus Kaerius.
1631 Brazil, Joh. Angelius von Werdenhagen, world map; Berlin, Staatsbib.
1609 Brasil, chart in La Navigation l'Inde Orientale, printed at Amsterdam in 1609.
1613 brasuil, Pierre de Vaulx; Paris, BnF.
1618 Brasil, Domingos Sanchez; Paris, BnF
1623 Brasil Mercator illustrated
1628 Brasil Sebastian Münster illustrated
1632 brazil, Pascoal Roiz; Dinan, Bib. Com.
c. 1610 Brasijl, Harmen & Marten Jansz; Paris, BnF, C+E., Ge B 1129.
c. 1615-22 brasil, anon. attrib. to Manuel Godinho de Eredia, fo1. 3r; Lisbon.
1623 Brasil, Antonio Sanches; London, Brit. Lib., ADD. MS. 22874.
1627 Brasil (?), John Speed, "A New and Accurat Map ofthe World".
c. 1628 Brasil, Hessel Gerritsz; Paris, BnF, C+P, Ge DD2987, no. 9648.
c. 1630 do brazil, anon. world atlas; San Marino, Huntington Lib., HM 39, f. 49v-50.
1630 Brasil, Henricus Hondius, world Map.
1633 brazil, Pascoal Roiz; Washington, Lib. of Congress.
1633 brasil, Henricus Hondius, "America"; Munich, Bayerische Staatsbib.
1634 Brasil, Jean Guerard; Paris, BnF, C+P, S.H. Archives no. 15.
1634 Brasil, Tassin, "Carte de Des Isles et Costes maritimes de L'Europe".
1641 [Brazill (?), Henricus Hondius, world map from "Novus Atlas", Huntington Library.
1646/7 0 Brasil, Robert Dudley, "Carta particolare dell Mare di Ierlandia e parte Inghilterra e della Iscotia" illustrated
1650 brazilia, Nicholas Comberford; Greenwich, Nat. Mar. Mus., G 213:2/2.
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1850 Brasil Rock, Admiralty Chart ofthe North Atlantic. Stommel (1984), 79.
1660 obrazillia, John Burston, "Chart of the Atlantic"; Oxford, Bodleian Lib., MS. Bodl Add. E 10.
1665 Brasil, Joan Blaeu, "Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, sive, Atlas Nevus".
1665 Brazil, Joao Teixeira Albemaz II; New Haven, Yale U.
1667 brazil, Joao Teixeira Albemaz II; Paris BnF.
1675 Brasil, Joao Teixeira Albemaz II; Rio de Janeiro, Mapoteca do Minist. das Relacoes Exteriores.
1680 Brasil, English atlas by Moses Pitt.
1688 brasil, Jose da Costa Mirando; London, Brit. Lib.
1696 Brazil, chart by Boissaye du Bocage, Le Havre.
1702 (also 1714, 1720, 1724) Roche (Rocher) de Bresil, Guillaume Delisme. According to Westropp,
1715 Brasil Louis Renard, Atlas de la Navigation et du Commerce (later editions in 1739 and 1745 publ.
1738 Brazil Rock, map commissioned by Maurepas.
c. 1765 I 'isle Brazil, Jean-Charles de Borda.
1776 imaginary island 0 'Brazil, Jeffrey's American Atlas. illustrated
1812 (1830 and 1834) Brasil Rock, John Purdy's Chart of the Atlantic Ocean (and map of the world).
1853 Brasil Rock, A.G. Findlay, "Map of the Ocean Currents", in On the Currents a/the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
1859 Brasil Rock, John Purdy's "Chart of the World on Mercator's Projection".
Delisme had doubts about the existence of the island, saying, "I have difficulty in persuading myself that
there are isles so short a distance from our coasts which have remained unknown to us up to this".
1807 Brasil, Admiralty Chart no. 356,
1859 Hy-Brasil James Imary & Sons chart of the Atlantic Ocean illustrated
1869 Brazil Rock High, Maltby globe in Dept. of Geography, Berkley Sauer (1868).
1873 Brazil Rock, Admiralty charts.
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